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ABSTRACT 

Coincident Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (CERDA) is an ion beam analysis technique suited 

to profile light elements (C, 0, N) in thin foils. By measuring the flight times (CERDA-Time-Of

Flight) of the recoils instead of the energies depth resolution can be improved. A disadvantage 

of measuring flight times is the small sensitivity, because the effective solid angle of the stop 

detector is small. The sensitivity can be enlarged by focusing the recoils by means of a magnetic 

quadrupole doublet. 

Measurements on a carbon foil show that when focusing in the plane perpendicular to the 

scattering plane only, the sensitivity can be improved by a factor 6, while the depth resolution 

remains 5 nm. 

The gain in the yield when focusing is a product of the admittance of the focusing system and the 

charge state fraction of the focused charged particles. The admittance of the focusing system is 

a function of the magnetic rigidity of the particles. This admittance can be determined for any 

particle X with energy Ex, charge state qx and mass mx, by focusing a 2+-particles scattered from 

a thick metal target. This admittance can be combined with theoretica! charge state distributions 

to calculate the gain in yield while focusing carbon recoils. This results in a good resemblance 

between calculated gain and measured one. 

Furthermore, it has been attempted to simulate the admittance of the focusing system using the 

computer programme MICROAC. Simulations show the same shape of the admittance gain as 

a function of the energy. However, this gain is 33% too high. Investigations on the effect of 

several parameters in the simulations indicated that this is due to misalignments in the vertical 

plané. 

Finally, combining the simulated admittance gain and theoretica! charge state fractions the gain 

in yield when focusing carbon recoils can be simulated. Again the gain has a similar shape but 

a value that is 33% too high. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The experiments described in this report were all performed at the Cyclotron Laboratory of the 

Physics Department at the Eindhoven University ofTechnology in The Netherlands. In the group 

of Prof. Dr. M.J.A. de Voigt element analysis takes place using various Ion Beam Analysis (IBA) 

techniques. With all techniques an ion beam of either protons or alpha-particles hits the sample. 

The interaction in the sample can generate ions, gamma-particles or X-rays leaving the sample. 

Measuring their properties can give information about the sample. The technique used for the 

experiments in this graduate work is Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA). 

ERDA is an analysis method used for the detection of light elements (such as carbon, oxygen and 

nitrogen) in a heavy matrix. By measuring the energy of the recoils (nuclei ejected out of the 

sample) information about the composition of the sample can be obtained. This method can be 

improved by measuring the energy of the recoils and the scattered projectiles in coincidence 

(C(oincident)ERDA). Using the kinematic laws, the scattering angle of the projectiles (in our 

case alpha-particles with a typical energy of about 10-15 Me V) can be determined for a given 

ejection angle of the associate recoils. By measuring coincidently we can suppress the 

background due to projectiles scattered forwardly onto the recoil detector. The depth resolution 

of both the ERDA- and CERDA-technique is restricted by the recoil energy resolution of the 

detector. 

To achieve a better depth resolution, the flight time of the recoils can be measured instead of 

their energy. When the recoil generates both the start and stop signal of a measured time interval, 

the technique is called ERDA-Time-Of-Flight. In our set-up the start signal is generated by the 

scattered projectiles and the stop signa} by the recoils after travelling a large distance. This 

method, CERDA-TOF, is only useful for analysing films grown on thin carrier foils (typically 

< 15 µm). When analysing films grown on for example Si-wafers ( 1 mm), no alpha-particles will 

reach the start detector. This means there will be no start signal. 

To improve depth resolution the stop detector must be placed at a large distance from the sample. 

Due to this, the effective solid angle of the detector becomes very small and hence the sensitivity 

decreases. To decrease the duration of measurements and hence the damage to the target, the 

effective solid angle must be increased. This can be done by properly focusing the charged recoils 

onto this detector by means of a magnetic device. In the present set-up this is a magnetic 

quadrupole doublet placed around the TOF-pipe. 

An important condition to useful focusing is that the depth resolution will not deteriorate while 

increasing the yield of the particles onto the detector. The way this can be done properly will be 

explained in the second part of chapter 1. Also some other aspects that occur when focusing 

charged particles will be discussed, but first the theory of (C)ERDA-TOF will be explained. In 

chapter 2 the experimental set up will be discussed. In chapter 3 the computer programmes used 

for the calculations of the desired magnetic fields in the quadrupoles will be treated. In chapter 
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4 measurements on different targets will be discussed. In chapter 5 performed simulations will 

be compared to the measurements. Finally, conclusions will be drawn and some 

recommendations for the future will be given. 

Il 



lTHEORY 

Analysis of materials is aften performed by techniques using ion beams. The basic idea of these 

techniques is that one bombards a sample with ions and looks at either ions, gamma-particles 

or X-rays coming of the sample. The contents of this work will be restricted to measurements to 

determine the energy of the nuclei (primarily carbon-particles) that leave the target after a 

collision with alpha-particles at a certain depth in the material. 

In the first section of this chapter the information that can be obtained from detected particles 

coming from a sample will be discussed. The second section will cover several aspects which 

occur when focusing charged particles. 

1.1 SCATTERING EVENTS 

When an incident projectile is scattered by a nucleus, it transfers a part of its kinetic energy to 

the so-called recoil. lt can be detected either independently or in coincidence in time with the 

scattered projectile. Measuring in coincidence means that the energy of only those recoils will 

be accepted when also the associate scattered projectiles have been detected. 

Lab. angles: 8, </> 

C.M. angles: Oc, <Pc 

Lab.: M 2 at rest 

v 
• 

Figure 1.1: The relationship between the scattering angles in 
the laboratory system, 8 and </J, and the scattering angles in the 

centre of mass system, ec and <Pc· 

Let us consider the interaction of two masses, M 1 and M2 , with the first one having a kinetic 

energy E0 and the second one being at rest. The kinematics of a binary collision between such 

particles can be described using the laws of energy and momentum conservation. In this thesis 



only calculations on elastic scattering between projectiles and target atoms will be needed, 

because elastic scattering is the dominant process in most cases. This simplifies the calculations, 

because no mass is transferred and kinetic energy is conserved. 

In figure 1.1 two angles are defined in the scattering geometry. The scattered projectile leaves 

the target after interaction with an energy E1 at an angle Bwith respect to the incident beam. The 

ejected recoil leaves the target with an energy E2 at an angle </J with respect to the incident beam. 

The kinematic factor Kscar• the ratio of final projectile energy to incident projectile energy is given 

by: 

K = E1 =( cos8±Vµ
2

-sin
2
8)

2 

scat Eo (1 + µ) 
( 1.1) 

where µ equals the mass ratio M/M1. The solution with the plus sign in the numerator of 

equation ( 1.1) is always val id. lf M2 < M 1 , an additional solution with a minus sign in the 

numerator should be taken into account. The kinematic factor for the recoils, K,ec• is given by: 

K = _E2 = 4µ cos2 A. 
ree 'P 

Eo (1 +µ)2 
(1.2) 

As Krec equals 1-Kscat to conserve energy, equations (1.1) and (1.2) may be combined to find the 

. correlation between the recoil energy and the energy of the projectile after the interaction: 

E1 Eo - Ez - Eo - (1 + µ)2 
------1- -1 

E2 Ez 4 µ cos2 </J 
(1.3) 

With this the energy of the scattered projectile can be calculated from the energy of the recoil 

after the collision. 

For elastic collisions the relation between 8 and </J is [FEL 86]: 

tan 8 = µ sin(2 </J) 
1 - µ cos(2 </J) 

(1.4) 

which is used to calculate the coïncident angles of a scattered projectile and a recoil from one 

collision. 

1.1.1 CERDA WITH TIME-OF-FLIGHT 

When performing a (C)ERDA-experiment, information about the sample is obtained by 

measuring the energy of the recoils. Ina CERDA-TOF experiment, however, the flight time 

instead of the energy of the recoils is measured. The flight time is the time needed for a particle 

to pass the distance between a given start and stop location. The time interval measured in the 

performed experiments is the time elapsed between the start signal, given by the scattered 

2 
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projectile, and the stop signal, given by the associated recoil. When the start signal is generated 

by the scattered projectile the recoil has already travelled a certain distance. To minimise the 

error in measuring the flight time, the start detector is placed as near to the target as possible. The 

energy of the recoils can be accurately calculated from the difference in flight times of the 

scattered projectiles and the recoils. 

The velocity relates the particle's energy and flight time: 

E = J..Mv 2 = J..M( L) 
2 

2 2 t 
(1.5) 

where Eis the energy in J, M the mass in kg, v the velocity in mis, L the length of the flight path 

in m and t the flight time in s. The relation between the measured flight time Tand the energies 

of both particles is given by the flight time of the recoils, t" minus that of the scattered projectile, 

t «: 

T = t - t = F[ L ~2 
- L ~1 l r a 2 E 1 E 

2 1 

(1.6) 

where L1 and L2 are the distances between the target and the start detector and the target and the 

recoil detector, respectively. The factor F = 71.99 corrects the equation, when T is given in ns, 

Li in m, Mi in amu and Ei in Me V. Using equation (1.3), it is possible to eliminate the energy of 

the scattered projectiles. The recoil energy can then be obtained from the measured flight time 

and other known quantities, using the following equation (see appendix A.1 for the deduction): 

E = ( F) 
2 
M ( L _ L 2 cos </J l 2 

2 2 2 1 ( 1.7) 
T V(1+µ)2-4µcos2</J 

with the same units as in equation (1.6). 

It has been explained that the recoil energy depends on the scattering angle </J. The stop detector 

has a finite acceptance angle and hence can detect recoils ejected at different angles from the 

same depth in the sample. These recoils have diverse velocities and consequently dissimilar flight 

times. To compensate for this time spread on the detector, but also for the spot size of the beam 

and the sample orientation, both start and stop detector are tilted in the reaction plane [RIJ 93]. 

In the reaction plane the paths of the incident projectile, the scattered one and consequently also 

the recoil are situated. In the experiments this corresponds to the horizontal plane. 

3 



Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the fiight path 
differences in relation with the scattering angle <A The recoil 
velocity vectors x 1 end on a sphere through 0. 0 and Z are the 
points at which the scattering takes place in the laboratory 
system and the centre-of-mass system, respectively. «o is the 

projectile which collided with the recoil now at location x 0• 

From equation (1.2) it can be derived that the recoils travel with a velocity v proportional to 

cos</J. So, the distance travelled in the same time interval t is proportional to txcos</J. This is 

schematically depicted in figure 1.2. From this figure it is evident that the stop detector should 

be tangential to the sphere that connects the isochronous locations of the recoils. Similar 

considerations apply to the start detector. Using kinematics the tilting angles of both detectors 

have been derived to compensate for the flight path differences. The tilting angle of the stop 

detector should be equal to the recoil detection angle, Yr = </J (see appendix A.2 for the 

deduction). 

The tilting angle of the start detector should be ra= 8c-8[DIJ 92], with Be the scattering angle 

of the projectiles in the centre-of-mass system (as in figure 1.1 ). The tilt of start and stop detector 

in the scattering plane are depicted in figure 1.3. 

4 
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Start detector 

{) ---... ·- - ----------------------------· 
<P 

Y, 

' Stop detector ' 

Figure 1.3: The tilt of start and stop detector in the scattering 

plane. 

1.1.2 DEPTH PROFILING 

It has already been mentioned that information about a sample can be obtained by bombarding 

it with an alpha-particle beam and measuring the energy of the ejected target nuclei, the recoils. 

In the experiments discussed in this work, high energy alpha-particles are used as projectiles 

(12.1 MeV or 13.4 MeV). They approach the target atoms closely and the collision is dorninated 

by a nuclear interaction. These fast ion beams penetrate into the sample to depths of 100 µm or 

even more. While passing through matter, ions lose energy and from the energy loss of scattered 

projectiles, recoils or nuclear products depth information can be obtained. 

The relation between energy and depth can be given using the so-called stopping power. The 

stopping power Sis defined as the energy loss llE per distance til and depends on the density and 

composition of the material, the energy of the incident particle and on the charge state of 

projectile and target [CHU 78]. The energy at a depth x is given by: 

E(x) = E0 - J:( '::) dx = E0 - J
0
'S(E)dx (1.8) 

where E0 is the energy of the particle striking the surf ace of the material. For thin layers (small 

x) it is more convenient to use the so-called surface approximation of the energy loss in the 

material. It uses the stopping power at the surf ace, S(E0), for the calculation of the energy after 

penetration over a distance x: 

E(x) = E0 - xS(E~ (1.9) 

5 



In genera!, the so-called mean-energy-approximation is better. It uses the stopping power for the 

mean energy, S(Em), with the mean energy equal to: 

E =.!.(E +E) m 2 0 x 

where Ex is the energy at a distance x in the material. 

Figure 1.4: Representation of collisions at the surface of a 
target and at a depth d. 

(1.10) 

Having a configuration as shown in figure 1.4 and with known energies E0 and Ed, it is possible 

to calculate the depth d at which the collision took place. This leads to the following equation 

(see appendix A.3 for the deduction): 

E -E 
d = s d 

{
K S rE' Sc(.!_Eb +.!_Ed)} 

ree «"- (Y + 2 2 

sin(</J-Ç) sin( 

(1.11) 

where (is the angle between the surface of the sample and the paths of the recoils, Es is the 

energy of the recoils coming from the surf ace, Ed the energy of the recoils coming from a depth 

d and Eh the energy of the recoils just after the collision at that depth d. Furthermore, Sa(~) is 

the stopping power for the projectiles (here alpha-particles) before the collision using the surface 

approximation and Sc( 1hEh +1hEd) is the stopping power taken for the recoils (here carbon

particles) after the collision using the mean-energy-approximation. 

Information about the distribution of different chemical elements as a function of depth, can be 

obtained from the yield of the detected particles as a function of energy. The contents of peaks, 

Y;, corresponding to certain elements fora small detection solid angle .Qis given by [FEL 86]: 

Y. = N.Q da(B) .Q (1.12) 
l l d.Q 

6 



where N; is the number of target atoms of element i, Q the total number of incident particles and 

do(, 8)/d{} the differential scattering cross section of a target atom for scattering an incident 

particle through an angle 8 into a differential solid angle d{} centred about 8. 

1.2 FOCUSING IN CERDA-TOF 

Charged particles diverging from a point can be focused by means of magnetic or electric fields. 

When focusing the recoils onto the detector at the end of the TOF-pipe, one has to consider 

several aspects related to the behaviour of the particles in the system. First, the magnetic rigidity, 

which is a property of charged particles experiencing a magnetic force, will be discussed. 

Focusing by means of magnetic quadrupoles will be described next. In the third subsection the 

conservation of the resolution will be regarded. Another aspect is the admittance of the TOF-pipe 

with the stop detector. In the fifth subsection the charge state distribution will be considered. 

Finally, the energy dependence of the admittance of the system for the particles will be discussed. 

1.2.1 MAGNETIC RIGIDITY 

When a particle with charge state q and velocity v is transported through a magnetic field B it will 

experience a magnetic force equal to F L = qvxB. To describe the behaviour of the particle in a 

magnetic field its rigidity will be introduced. The magnetic rigidity is defined as the product of 

the magnetic field of the magnetic device and the radius of curvature p of the trajectory of the 

particle in this magnetic field. The relation of the rigidity to several quantities fellows from the 

fact that the magnetic force FL equals the centrifugal force Fc When the velocity of the particle 

is directed perpendicular to the magnetic field the magnetic rigidity can be derived with: 

mv 2 mv J2mE 
FL =F. = qvB = - = Bp = - = (1.13) 

c p q q 

where m is the mass, v the velocity, Ethe energy and q the charge state of the particle. lt is seen 

that the rigidity is inversely proportional to the charge state and proportional to the square root 

of the energy. So, equation ( 1.13) relates the momentum and charge state of the particle to the 

radius of curvature and the magnetic field. 

1.2.2 MAGNETIC QUADRUPOLES 

Por focusing the recoils a doublet of magnetic quadrupoles is used. Quadrupoles possess a 

7 



constant field gradient G, equal to the ratio of the change in magnitude of the magnetic field to 

the change in distance to the centre of the quadrupole. This results in a constant magnitude of the 

magnetic field on circles centred on the origin. This linear dependence of the field components 

on the displacement from the origin, gives rise to a linear (de)focusing action on a charged 

particle beam. An advantage of this is that ions moving along the axis of a quadrupole will not 

be deflected. Furthermore, quadrupoles can provide stronger focusing than either solenoids or 

inclined face magnets [BAN 66]. 

Figure 1.5: A quadrupole shown in the so-called normal 

orientation, i.e. the poles are in the corners of the figure (N is 
north and S is south). The thick lines are the lines of constant 
magnetic potential and the thin ones the magnetic field lines. 
For positive charged particles moving in the z-direction the 
quadrupole has a positive focusing strength. 

Quadrupoles consist of four po les with equal field strength and altemating polarity. The po les 

are symmetrically positioned. With the poles positioned between the horizontal and vertical 

planes as in figure 1.5, a quadrupele has the so-called normal orientation. When a beam of 

charged particles is transported through such a normal quadrupole, it will be focused either in the 

horizontal or in the vertical plane, and defocused in the perpendicular direction. 

However, when using two quadrupoles, it is possible to create a situation in which the net effect 

of the quadrupole doublet is a focusing action in both planes. For this the focusing plane of the 

first quadrupole has to coincide with the defocusing plane of the second one. The effect of 

putting two quadrupoles after each other can be visualised by regarding them as thin lenses. 

Let us consider the situation for which the horizontal plane has a total focusing strength equal 

to [BAN 66]: 

(1.14) 
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where P1 and P2 are the focusing strengths (positive for convergence) of the first and second lens, 

respectively, and d their separation. In first order approximation the focusing strengths of a 

quadrupole for the perpendicular planes have opposite signs, but equal magnitude [BAN 66]. 

Hence, the total focusing strength for the vertical plane can be given by: 

( 1.15) 

The total focusing strength for both the horizon tal plane, P h• and the vertical one, P v• has to be 

positive to obtain a net focusing situation in both planes at the same time. So, equations ( 1.14) 

and ( 1.15) can be transformed to: 

ph > o = P1 + p2 > dP1P2 
pv > o = p1 + p2 < -dP1P2 

This can be rewritten as: 

dP1P2 < P1 + P2 < -dP1P2 

This condition can only be fulfilled if P1 and P2 have opposite signs, ford is positive. 

(1.16) 

(1.17) 

When, for example, the strengths of both quadrupoles in the horizontal plane would be positive, 

it is possible to obtain a net focusing effect in that plane. In the vertical plane, however, both 

strengths would consequently be negative. Therefore, it would not be possible to obtain a net 

focusing effect in that plane. 

The focusing strength depends on the magnetic rigidity. This dependence can be obtained by 

regarding a quadrupole as a lens with focal distance f being the reciprocal of the focusing 

strength. Using the focusing strength of a quadrupole [BOT 93], it follows: 

f=J_=plq=Bp 
P Gl Gl 

( 1.18) 

where G is the gradient of the magnetic field in the quadrupole, l the length of the quadrupole 

along the optical axis and p the momentum of the particle equal top= mv. lt is seen that the focal 

distance of a quadrupole is proportional to the magnetic rigidity of the particle to be focused. 

Evidently, quadrupoles are useful to focus particles with a specific rigidity. 

Let us consider two particles with identical location and direction passing through the same 

magnetic field. When they have the same rigidity, they will experience the same focusing 

strength and therefore follow the same path. So, having the mass, energy and charge state of one 

particle, those quantities for another particle with the same behaviour through the TOF-pipe can 

be calculated, using: 

M=M (1.19) 
ql q2 

where the subscripts indicate particle 1 and particle 2, respectively. 
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1.2.3 CONSERV ATION OF RESOLUTION 

In an ordinary CERDA-experiment the detection solid angle of the recoil detector is about 6 msr. 

However, this solid angle decreased to about 0.03 msr for an unfocused situation due to the Jong 

flight paths of the recoils necessary for accurate flight time measurements. By means of these 

flight time measurements the depth resolution can be improved. So, it is clear that the increase 

in the effective detection solid angle using quadrupoles must not deteriorate the improved 

resolution. 

According to the laws of kinematics, the energy of the recoils in the scattering plane depends on 

the angle of ejection </> (see section 1.1 ). In section 1.1.1 it is demonstrated that the recoil detector 

is tilted in the reaction plane to compensate for the flight time differences of the recoils on the 

detector due to this dependence. Focusing in the horizontal plane will disturb this compensation 

and will lead to a deterioration of the resolution. Therefore, focusing in that plane will be 

avoided. 

The energy of the recoils depends on the scattering angle with respect to the incident ion beam. 

Therefore, it is constant on a cone centred on the incident ion beam and with the top at the 

location of the collision. In the plane tangent to this cone the change of energy is negligible for 

small distances from the common line with the cone. So, focusing in the vertical plane tangent 

to the cone of about 30°, hardly deteriorates the resolution. It only increases the yield of detected 

particles on the stop detector. Thus, to conserve a good resolution one must only focus in the 

azimuthal direction. 

1.2.4 ADMITTANCE 

As already mentioned, particles are focused to increase the yield on the detector. The amount of 

particles that reach the recoil detector depends on the dimensions of the TOF-pipe and of the 

detector. So, the maximum gain that can be obtained depends on the so-called acceptance of the 

system. The acceptance of a device is that part of the phase space area containing all the points 

whose input displacement-divergence coordinates at the beginning of a system are such that the 

particles they represent will be transmitted to the end [BAN 66]. The quotient of the area of the 

phase space region containing the particles and 1t is known as the emittance. Only the part of the 

emittance falling within the acceptance of the system will be transmitted. This so-called 

admittance changes among other things with the choice of the polarities of the quadrupoles and 

is a function of the magnetic rigidity of the particles in the system. These properties will be 

considered in the following subsections. 

10 



1.2.4.1 POLARITY OF THE QUADRUPOLES 

To focus a beam of charged particles point-to-point, i.e. focusing onto the stop detector both in 

the horizontal and in the vertical plane, there are two possibilities for the polarities of the 

quadrupoles (see section 1.2.2). The first quadrupole can focus in the horizontal plane and the 

second in the vertical one or the other way round. Let us consider the first situation (figure 1.6). 

The situation in figure l .6a corresponds to the horizontal plane and figure 1.6b consequently to 

the vertical one. The yield will be dominated by the focusing of the first quadrupole in the 

horizontal plane. The accepted angle in this plane will be larger than in the vertical plane, where 

the first quadrupole will defocus the beam. lf the polarities of the quadrupoles are changed the 

horizontal situation is as in figure l .6b and vertical as in figure l .6a. Now the yield is dominated 

by focusing in the vertical plane. 

It is explained in section 1.2.3, that it is desired to maximise the gain by focusing the beam in the 

vertical plane only. The last mentioned situation is therefore the best choice, because the accepted 

angle in the vertical plane for this situation is larger than for the other situation. 

detector 

Ql Q2 

detector 

Figure 1.6: Point-to-point focusing {or!! either the horizontal 
plane or the vertical one and b. {or the perpendicular plane. 

Focusing in the plane of reaction causes a deterioration of the resolution. So, horizontally the 

distribution of the particles on the detector has to be the same for the unfocused and the focused 

situation, as illustrated in figure l.7a. Due to this requirement both the magnetic fields are 

different from the situation in which point-to-point focusing takes place (see also figure l.7b). 

11 
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detector 

Ql Q2 

detector 

Figure 1. 7: The desired situation for g_ the horizontal plane and 
b. the vertical plane; the broken line is the situation without 
quadrupoles. 

In figure 1. 7b the angle <p represents the width of the detection solid angle in the vertical plane. 

It can be seen that the angle <p is increased when focusing. From the quotient between these 

angles for the focused and unfocused situation an indication of the gain when focusing can be 

obtained. 

1.2.4.2 DIFFERENT PARTICLES 

As pointed out in section 1.2.2, the trajectories of particles in the TOF-pipe depend on the 

magnetic rigidity of these particles. The force acting on a given particle depends on its magnetic 

rigidity. The higher the rigidity the higher the force it will experience. This rigidity is related to 

the charge state, energy and mass of these particles. As an illustration, let us consider particles 

only differing in charge state. These particles will have trajectories as shown in figure 1.8. 

One sees that when particles with for example charge state 4+ are focused, particles with higher 

charge states will be focused before the detector and particles with lower charges state behind 

it. Because of this, the gain for those charge states is not optimal. So, it is clear that the 

admittance for the particles in the system depends on their magnetic rigidity. 
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Figure 1.8: The trajectories ofparticles only differing in charge 
state for Q:. the horizontal and b. the vertical plane. This figure 
illustrates the situation in which charge state 4+ (solid line) is 
properly focused onto the detector to conserve depth resolution. 

1.2.5 CHARGE STATE DISTRIBUTIONS 

In section 1.2.4.2 the dependence of the admittance on the charge state of a particle has been 

discussed. Moreover, recoils with different charge states do not have the same probability to 

occur. lt is obvious that generally the largest gain can be obtained by focusing the recoil which 

has the highest probability to occur. Furthermore, it has to be mentioned that the charge state 

distribution, i.e. the relative occupation of the charge states with which particles leave the target, 

is not constant, but a function of energy. The problem is that one can only focus one particular 

charge state properly. So, when the charge state distribution is known, it is possible to maximise 

the yield of recoils on the detector. Another reason why the knowledge of the charge distribution 

is important is that with a known charge state distribution the results of measurements in which 

recoils are focused can be quantified. 

The distribution of the charge states depends on the material and the distance passed through it 

by the ion. This gives rise to either an equilibrium or a non-equilibrium charge state distribution. 

These will be discussed in the next subsections. 
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1.2.5.1 EQUILIBRIUM CHARGE STATE DISTRIBUTION 

The charge state of a particle is determined by the interaction of this particle with the material 

through which it travels. Many investigations have been done to measure and describe charge 

state distributions [MIN 94]. The charge state a particle will finally have, depends among other 

things on the cross sections for electron-capture and electron-loss. Some other parameters that 

influence the charge state of a particle are its nuclear charge state ZP as well as the velocity vP of 

the particle and the nuclear charge state Z, as well as the density p1 of the target material. 

cp. 
1 

Figure 1.9: Equilibrium charge state distribution of carbon ions as a function of their 
velocity [MAR, 68]. 

The distribution of the charge states can occur either as an equilibrium or as a non-equilibrium 

distribution. This depends on the material and its thickness. When the distance passed through 

matter by a particle is larger than the so-called equilibrium thickness the charge state distribution 

will be in equilibrium. The charge state of a given particle can of course still change while 

passing through matter, but the charge state distribution will remain constant. Additionally, it has 

to be mentioned that the equilibrium charge state distribution slowly changes with energy. 

An example of the equilibrium charge state distributions for carbon in carbon over a large energy 

interval is given in figure 1.9 [MAR 68]. For the typical energy interval encountered in our 
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measurements, C4+ -recoils have the highest probability to occur. 

1.2.5.2 NON-EQUILIBRIUM CHARGE STATE DISTRIBUTION 

Even in thick targets, there will always be particles not having an equilibrium charge state 

distribution. This can be explained by the location of the collision in the target (see figure 1.10). 

When the collision takes place near a surface the distance passed through the material by the 

recoils can be small. If this distance is smaller than the equilibrium thickness, the charge state 

distribution will not be in equilibrium. 

x 
H 

« . 
------ ~'.'11'•'-:,~öc •"''"••r• 

r ......... ;~ 

Target Target 

Figure 1.10: The effective thickness of the material seen by the 

recoil (r). The distance, x/cos<p, passed through matter by the 

recoil is largest for the situation depicted to the left. 

1.2.6 ENERGY DEPENDENCE 

In section 1.2.4.2 it is seen that the admittance of the system consisting of TOF-pipe and detector 

depends on the magnetic rigidity. So, it depends on the energy and on the charge state. Besides 

this, the charge state distribution is a function of the energy. It is possible, however, to examine 

the energy dependence of the admittance of the system independent on charge states. This can 

be done by using a nickel target. 

Bombarding a thick nickel target with cx2+-particles will give alpha-particles scattered into the 

TOF-pipe. Due to the thickness of the target the projectiles will be scattered at a large range of 

depths. Therefore, the energies of the scattered projectiles will cover a large interval. The most 
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important reason for using a nickel target to investigate the energy dependence of the system is 

the fact that above an energy of 2 MeV the charge state of the alpha-particles is known. Above 

this energy there will only be a 2+-particles [MAR 68]. With this the dependence of the admittance 

on the charge state fractions is eliminated. Furthermore, nickel has a high Z-value. With a 

projectile energy in our case equal to 12.1 MeV this gives Rutherford scattering. This causes an 

approximately constant yield at the encountered energy interval. Consequently, the spectrum will 

show an almost flat continuum in the energy spectrum. So, when focusing one can immediately 

see the increase in the yield normalised on the beam dose (see for an example figure 1.11 ). The 

gain in admittance for particles in the TOF-pipe when focusing can be determined properly by 

taking the ratio of the focused spectrum to the unfocused one. 

YIELD VERSUS ENERGY (Ni-torgel) 
1 . Ox 1 0 4 .-----,-------,---..,----,..--------.------.,.------,, 

,,--.... 
(/) 

3 0.8 
0 
u 

g 0.6 
w 
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0 w 0.4 
(/) 

_J 
<( 

:::2: 
0::: 0.2 
0 
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o.o~-~--~--~--~---~-~ 
2 4 6 8 10 12 

cx 2+ -ENERGY (MeV) 

Figure 1.11: Example of an unfocused spectrum and a focused 

one obtained by detecting the alpha-particles scattered on 
nickel. Below 2 MeV gain due to focusing d•-particles is visible 

in the focused spectrum. The peaks in both spectra are caused 
by an AmCm-source located near the detector. 

One can now determine the energy dependence of the admittance for a particle X by using 

equation ( 1.19). With this equation one can convert the energy dependence of the admittance for 

a 2+-particles into the energy dependence of the admittance fora particle X. Let us consider a 

particle X with mass mx, charge state qx and energy Ex. For a 2+-particles the mass is given by ma 

= 4 amu, the charge state by qa= 2 and the energy by Ea- Using these quantities equation (1.19) 

becomes: 
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(1.20) 

So, when the admittance of the system for cx2
+ -parti cl es as a function of the energy is known, it 

is possible to determine this admittance for any other given particle in the system with the 

conversion factor as given in equation (1.20). 
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2 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

In the first chapter the CERDA-TOF technique has been explained. In this chapter, the 

experimental set-up will be discussed. The first part of this chapter covers the set-up used in the 

performed experiments. The second part embodies the electronics and software used to collect, 

visualise and analyse the measured spectra. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the cyclotron and the beam guidance system at the Eindhoven 
Physics Department. The names in the boxes indicate the different experimental set-ups. The 
location where the experiments for this graduate work have been performed is indicated with 
RBS/Cerda. 

2.1 TARGET CHAMBER AND TOF-PIPE 

Figure 2.1 gives a genera! overview of the cyclotron hall. An A VF cyclotron accelerates alpha

particles and protons up to an energy of 30 Me V. The beam guidance system, contains quadru

poles to focus the beam, dipoles to bend it, a dispersive system to select ions on energy and a 

switch magnet to transport the beam to the set-up where the actual experiments takes place. 

The main part of the set-up is a vacuum chamber in which the targets can be positioned. This 

target chamber bas a 60 cm diameter. The incident ion beam collides with a target, mounted on 

a target bolder in the centre. This target bolder can be rotated in the horizontal plane to position 
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____________________________ 2 Experimental set-up 

a sample at a specific angle ifrwith respect to the incident beam with an accuracy of about 1 °. 
Furthermore, the bottom and top plate can be rotated. Instruments such as detectors and slits can 

be attached to these plates. So, they can be rotated to another angle with an accuracy better than 

0.2 ° without breaking vacuum. 

i il 

Figure 2.2: The target chamber and the TOF-pipe with dimension given in mm. 

At an angle of 30° with respect to the incident beam in the horizontal plane, a pipe is connected 

to the target chamber. This pipe is used when performing TOF-measurements. A detector can be 

placed in one of two chambers at distances of 2.0 mand 3.5 m from the centre of the target 

chamber, see figure 2.2. In the performed experiments the stop detector has only been positioned 

in the chamber at the end of the TOF-pipe. The diameter of the pipe varies and has a minimum 

of 45 mm. To focus charged particles, two magnetic quadrupoles are positioned around the pipe 

in normal orientation. Hence, the (de )focusing planes are the plane of scattering and the 

azimuthal plane. Finally, two pairs of horizontal and vertical slits are placed in the TOF-pipe to 

con trol the acceptance of the system. These slits are located before the first quadrupole and in 

the last part of the pipe, that is at distances of 0.53 mand 3.25 m from the centre of the target 

chamber, respectively. 

In the next subsections some characteristics of the TOF-pipe will be considered. In subsection 

2.1.1 the chosen recoil angle will be regarded. Subsection 2.1.2 will cover some properties of the 

magnetic quadrupoles. In subsection 2.1.3 the tilt of the detectors will be discussed. 

2.1.1 RECOIL ANGLE 

The TOF-pipe is installed at r/J = 30° with respect to the incident ion beam. For beam energies 

of 12.1 Me V and 13.4 Me V, the cross sections for recoiling carbon and oxygen at this angle are 
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at the top of cross section resonances. These resonances have an approximately flat top of about 

200 ke V wide. So, the cross section remains reasonably constant when the alpha-particle passes 

the first 2000 nm of the sample [RIJ 93]. Additionally, the stopping power is maxima! for the 

energies of the carbon and oxygen recoils under these conditions. Hence, the surface depth 

resolution is expected to be optima!. 

2.1.2 MAGNETIC QUADRUPOLE DOUBLET 

As seen in section 1.2.2, a disadvantage of a quadrupole is that charged particles become 

defocused in the direction perpendicular to the focusing direction. Using a quadrupole doublet, 

however, it is possible to create situations in which the system will have a net focusing in both 

planes at the same time. 

The specifications of the quadrupoles used in the experiments are given in table 2.1. In practice 

the magnetic field is not constant along the total length of the magnet. However, it is possible to 

introduce the effective length Ie. This effective length is the length of a magnet with an identical 

focusing strength (in first order) but having a constant magnetic field. The relationship between 

the length I of the quadrupole and the effective length can be approximated by Ie = I + ka, with 

a the aperture radius of the inscribed circle of the quadrupole and k a constant which depends on 

the details of the quadrupole but is taken equal to 1.1 [BAN 66]. 

Table 2.1: Specifications of the quadrupoles. 

Ouadruoole 01 02 

Lenoth (mm) 155.0 200.0 

Effective lenqth (mm) 184.0 243.4 

Aperture radius (mm) 26 39 

2.1.3 SCATTERING GEOMETRY 

The scattering geometry mostly used in the performed experiments is illustrated in figure 2.3. 

The target at the centre of the figure is aligned at a glancing angle of 1/l = 15 ° with respect to the 

incident ion beam. lt is found that in such a geometry energy straggling and multiple angular 

spread of the alpha projectiles and ejected recoils are minimised [Ril 93]. A so-called monitor 

detector is used to normalise the yield of particles detected by the stop detector on the incident 

beam dose. The start detector is located as close to the target as possible to minimise the error 

in measuring the flight time of the recoils. The stop detector is located f ar from the sample to 
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____________________________ 2 Experimental set-up 

improve the accuracy in measuring the flight time. The detectors used are PIPS (Passivated 

Implanted Planar Silicon) detectors. They have been made suitable for timing experiments by 

covering the resistive detector window with an extremely thin aluminum layer. The stop detector 

had a sensitive area of 450 mm2
. 

Start detector 
Ya = 450 --

12.1 MeVa2
+ 

Monitor detector Stop detector 

Figure 2.3: Orientation and location of the sample and the 
detectors. Detector distances to the sample in the centre are 
denoted with L;. 

In chapter 1 it is shown that the velocity of both recoils and scattered alpha-particles changes 

with the angles </J and 8. Due to the finite acceptance angles of the detectors, particles with 

different scattering angles will be detected. This introduces differences in flight times of these 

particles on the detector. These effects can be reduced by tilting the detectors (see section 1.1.1 ). 

Also the fact that the spot of the beam on the sample has a size of typically 3xl mm2 fora beam 

entrance angle of l/f= 15°, makes that particles originating from different parts of the spot have 

different flight paths and thus different flight times [DU 92]. Furthermore, a sufficient large 

detection angular range is desired. For the situation in which the measurements will be 

performed, optima} results can be obtained using a tilt of the stop detector given by Yr = 30° and 

of the start detector by Ya = 45 ° [RU 93]. 

When focusing recoils properly onto the stop detector, the tilt of this detector has to be taken into 

account. Therefore, focusing in the plane of scattering should be avoided to maintain the same 

depth resolution as for the unfocused situation (see section 1.2.3). 

2.2 DATA PROCESSING 

In the preceding part of this chapter the experiment is explained up to detection of the particles. 
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In the next subsections the processing of detected particles will be covered. The electronic set-up 

will be discussed in subsection 2.2.1. The data-acquisition system and the analysis software will 

be presented in subsection 2.2.2. 

2.2.1 ELECTRONICS 

For the CERDA-TOF measurements the scattered alpha-particles and recoils are detected with 

the electronic set-up as shown in figure 2.4. When a particle is registered in a detector, this gives 

a signal which is offered toa PreAmplifier (PA). Using its fast timing output, a Fast Amplifier 

(FA) and a Constant Fraction Discriminator (CFD) this signal is further converted into a fast 

signal. The fast signal generated by the alpha-detector triggers the start of the Time to Amplitude 

Converter (T AC). The stop of the T AC is triggered by the fast signal generated by the recoil 

detector. The start and stop triggers are only accepted when they occur in a selected interval of 

time. This interval is set in such a manner, that the start and stop signal have to be generated by 

the particles originating from the same collision. So, only particles detected in coincidence will 

be processed. The T AC then transforms the difference in time between the start and stop signal 

into the amplitude of a rectangular output pulse. This pulse is then offered to a Multi-Channel 

Analyser (MCA). 

The T AC also generates a so-called valid-stop signal if the time between the start and the stop 

signal is within the selected interval of time. Tuis signal is used in the measurements as a trigger 

for the energy and timing signals of both particles. So, only the signals of particles scattered in 

coincidence are accepted. The already mentioned energy signals come from a Main Amplifier 

(MA) connected to the energy output of the PAs. Like the timing signals these energy signals are 

offered to different MCAs and they are triggered by the valid-stop pulse of the T AC. 
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Alpha 

Recoil 

Monitor 

Figure 2.4: Electronic set-up used for processing the detected 
particles. The boxes at the utmost left represent the three 
detectors. The dashed lines supply the trigger signal to the 
MCAs. See text for the explanation of the abbreviations. 

2.2.2 DATA-ACQUISITION 

The signals offered to the MCAs represent the so-called experiment parameters. When during 

an experiment more than one parameter has to be measured, it is called a multi-parameter 

experiment. To process all data coming from the experiment a computer system is used. The first 

part of the data-acquisition system is a Physics Data Acquisition System (PhyDAS) [SIM 94], 

developed at the Physics Department of the EUT. PhyDAS is used for experiment control and 

data collection. When the data is stored on hard-disk using a transputer link, it can be processed 

and monitored. 

Data can be processed using the programme COLUMBUS [SIM 94]. lt is possible to display 

spectra of both primary and derived parameters. These derived parameters can be created using 

a function editor which can combine different coincidently measured parameters mathematically. 

Furthermore, data can be plotted directly in individual histograms or as scatter plots (if the data 

has been measured in coincidence). Scatter plots are plots of one parameter versus another. So, 

the relations between several parameters can be visualised in a two dimensional plot. Moreover, 

conditions (e.g. a limitation on the values of a parameter) can be set on a spectrum or scatter plot. 

Finally, when the data has been sorted out into scatter plots, it is possible to select areas in these 

plots and project the contents of the contours onto either of the two parameter axes, thus creating 

conditional histograms. 
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3 CALCULATIONS OF MAGNETIC 

FIELDS AND ADMITTANCES 

In chapter 1 it is described that in order to focus recoils, some conditions have to be considered 

to preserve the depth resolution while enlarging the yield. To satisfy these conditions the correct 

magneticfields have to be used in the experiments. For this a calibration of the quadrupoles is 

needed, which will be explained in section 3. 1. The calculation of the magnetic fields, needed for 

the correct transport of particles in the TOF-pipe, can be peiformed using the computer 

pro gramme TRANSPORT, as described in section 3.2. The admittance of the system can be 

calculated using the computer programme MICROAC, see section 3.3. Finally, in section 3.4 the 

input-routine PASS/ON usedfor generating the set of particles needed as inputfor MICROAC 

will be described. 

3.1 CALIBRATION OF MAGNETIC FIELDS 

To adjust the quadrupoles in such a manner that the desired particles will be focused correctly 

onto the detector at the end of the TOF-pipe, a calibration of the magnetic fields of the 

quadrupoles is needed. Unfortunately, the relation between the current applied to the quadrupoles 

and the magnitudes of the magnetic fields is not exactly known. However, when the relationship 

between the currents applied to the quadrupoles and the rigidity of focused particles is known, 

it is possible to determine the settings of the quadrupoles to focus arbitrary particles in a given 

way. Therefore, the quadrupoles have been calibrated by determining the relation between the 

applied voltage over shunts in the circuit of the power supply of the quadrupoles and the energy 

of the focused particles with given mass and charge state. This has been done by focusing a2+

particles point-to-point onto the detector [MIN 94] (see also section 1.2.6). 

In the performed experiments the shunts had resistances equal to R1 = 6 mQ and R2 = 10 mQ for 

the first and second quadrupele, respectively. In case of optimally focusing point-to-point the 

settings of both quadrupoles have a specific ratio. The ratio between the voltages over the shunts 

then equals: V/V1 = 3.23. So, using the calibration of one quadrupele the settings for both 

quadrupoles can be derived. The result of the calibration of the energy of a2
+ -particles focused 

onto the detector as a function of the applied voltage over the shunt of the second quadrupele, 

is given by: 

v2 = 2.5502s 
E -64.19 

a -7.29070 
3.936 

(3.1) 

with V2 in mV and Ea in keV. 
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------------------- 3 Calculations of magnetic fields and admittances 

The settings for focusing other particles point-to-point can be determined using their magnetic 

rigidity. Let us consider the focusing of particle X having an energy Ex, a charge state CJx and 

mass mx. By using equation (1.20) the energy of the a2+-particles, for which the rigidity 

corresponds to that of particle X, can be calculated with: 

(3.2) 

The calibration, together with the known ratio between the voltages over the shunts, now gives 

the correct settings for focusing particle X point-to-point onto the detector. 

3.2 TRANSPORT 

In section 3.1 it is mentioned that using the calibration the settings of the quadrupoles can be 

obtained in case of focusing point-to-point onto the detector. However, for experiments in which 

the flight times of recoils are measured, only focusing in the vertical plane is desired (see section 

1.2.3). Due to this condition the magnetic fields and consequently the voltages over the shunts 

are different from those for point-to-point focusing. The desired voltage over the shunt of the 

second quadrupole, Vd, can be determined using the ratio of the magnetic field of the second 

quadrupole for the desired situation, Bd, to that for the situation of focusing point-to-point, B p· 

This looks like: 

Bd 
V =-V 

d B P 
p 

(3.3) 

where VP represents the voltage over the shunt for focusing point-to-point. So, now one has to 

calculate the magnetic field of the second quadrupole. 

Magnetic fields can be calculated using the computer programme TRANSPORT [BRO 80]. With 

this programme it is possible to determine lengths of drift spaces or magnitudes of magnetic 

fields to obtain a predefined transport of an ion beam through a system consisting of several 

components. For this, conditions can be put on the calculation of the transport. For example, the 

magnetic fields of both quadrupoles can be computed to obtain focusing point-to-point on the 

detector or to obtain focusing in the vertical plane and no focusing in the horizontal plane. 

So, using TRANSPORT it is possible to obtain a predefined transport of the ion beam while 

varying quantities such as magnetic fields or lengths of the devices. However, it is impossible 

to determine the admittance of the system using this programme, because the sizes of the 

components are not taken into account. Furthermore, the beam of particles used for the 

calculations of TRANSPORT is defined as an ellipsoid area in the phase space. Therefore, it can 

not compute the trajectories of a set of random particles. 
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------------------ 3 Calculations of magnetic fields and admittances 

Finally, one has to bear in mind that the magnetic fields of the quadrupoles are not exactly 

known. The calibration described in section 3.1 just relates the settings of the quadrupoles to the 

energy of the focused particles. Therefore, the actual magnetic fields do not have to be the same 

as the ones computed with TRANSPORT. However, a change in the magnitude of the calculated 

magnetic fields can be converted into a change in the voltage over the shunts, see equation (3.3). 

3.3MICROAC 

For the computation of the transport of separate particles in systems consisting of several beam 

guiding components the computer programme MICROAC can be used [MAN 94]. This is a 

programme which computes the trajectories of a set of distinct particles through separate devices 

using matrix multiplications. Contrary to TRANSPORT it takes into account the sizes of the 

components, such as magnets, pipes and slits. Given the sizes of devices, lengths of drift spaces 

and magnitudes of magnetic fields for each particle the trajectory in a component will be 

calculated and it is checked whether that trajectory can pass through that component. 

Consequently, it is possible to determine the admittance of the system and the location of a 

bottleneck. However, MICROAC can not be used for the calculation of quantities such as lengths 

of components or magnetic fields to come to a desired transport through them. 

3.4 PASSION 

Originally, using MICROAC it was only possible to compute the transport of a set of particles 

with the same energy, mass and charge state. Ina CERDA-TOF experiment all sorts of particles 

with various energies and charge states occur. Simulations of the behaviour of these particles in 

the TOF-pipe required an input-routine [FOR 94] which creates data representing the quantities 

of a given number of particles in a target spot. These quantities are: the coordinates in the 

horizontal and vertical plane and along the central axis of the system (x, y, zin mm), the direction 

in the horizontal and vertical plane ( '/), <pin rnrad), the energy (E in Me V), the mass of the recoil 

(M2 in MeV/c2
) and the charge state (q). To obtain a set of particles with quantities having good 

resemblance to the particles in a real target spot, several aspects have to be considered. Therefore, 

in this graduate work the existing input-routine has been modified and renamed to PASSION to 

come toa better simulation of the real ions passing through the TOF-pipe (see appendix B.1 for 

the listing). 

In a plane perpendicular to the incoming beam the distribution of the particles can be represented 

by a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. The coordinates (x, y) of the parti cl es as well as their 
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------------------ 3 Calculations of magnetic fields and admittances 

directions are generated by a random-generator. The shape of this distribution can be chosen by 

the width of the Gaussian, border, and the diameter of the spot, d. Setting border to a given value 

determines the percentage of particles within that diameter of the spot. The orientation of the 

target with respect to the incoming beam can be chosen by setting the angle a. This is the angle 

between the incoming beam and the normal to the sample. The location of the centre of the 

incoming beam can be chosen by setting its offset (x0, y0). Furthermore, the target bolder is not 

aligned properly [MIN 94]. The effect of this misalignment is also considered in the generation 

of the coordinates of the particles. Furthermore, one has to consider that in MICROAC the 

coordinate z is taken along the central axis of the TOF-pipe, while in the real experiment the 

TOF-pipe is located at an angle of </J = 30°. Finally, the energy of the particles depends on the 

horizontal direction according to the kinematic laws (see section 1.1). 

Using the file created with PASSION as an input-file for MICROAC, it is possible to determine 

the admittance of the system consisting of TOF-pipe and detector. 
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4 MEASUREMENTS 

Several aspects of focusing charged particles in the TOF-pipe by means of a magnetic 

quadrupole doublet are examined with measurements on different targets. In the first section the 

investigation of the energy dependence of the system using experiments with nickel targets will 

be discussed. In the second section experiments with carbon foils will be described to examine 

the effects of different focusing situations. 

4.1 NICKEL TARGET 

The dependence of the admittance of the system on the magnetic rigidity strongly influences the 

gain in yield obtained by focusing. Particles leaving the sample with different energies will be 

deflected dissimilarly by the magnets and consequently show various trajectories in the TOF

pipe. Some of these trajectories terminate on the detector at the end of the pipe, but others will 

finish in front of the detector, for example at a wall of the pipe. Obviously, the fraction of the 

particles that will reach the detector depends on the magnetic rigidity of the particles. So, to 

understand the admittance of the focusing system it is necessary to know its dependence on the 

rigidity. In section 1.2.6 it is seen that scattering on a thick nickel target is useful to investigate 

this dependence. 

With the settings of the quadrupoles optimised to focus C4
+ -recoils with an energy of 6.8 Me V 

vertically onto the stop detector, a measurement is performed on a 1 mm thick nickel target. The 

energy of the projectiles was E0 = 12.1 Me V and the beam en trance angle was lf! = 15 °. The 

monitor detector used to normalise the yield on the incident beam dose was located at an angle 

8 = 144 °. This gives normalised spectra as shown in figure 4.1. 

As seen in section 1.2.2, particles with the same magnetic rigidity follow the same trajectory. 

Knowing the energy dependence of the focusing of the system fora particle with a given rigidity, 

it is possible to determine this dependence for particles with other mass, energy and charge state. 

This can be done using equation ( 1.20). 
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Figure 4.1: The increase in yield when focusing cl+-particles. The quadrupoles 
were optimised to focus 6.81 MeV C4+-recoils. The peaks are caused by an 

AmCm-source placed close to the stop detector used to calibrate the spectra. 

Above an energy of 2 MeV the alpha-particles scattered on the nickel target have charge state 2+. 

Hence, it is possible to translate the energy-axis of the spectra of these particles to the ones for 

the corresponding carbon recoils with a charge state q+ (see section 1.2.6). Thus, the energy 

dependence of the admittance of the system for cq+_particles in the TOF-pipe can be investigated 

with the measurements on a nickel target. 

The energy dependence of the gain in admittance of the system for focusing C4+ -particles can 

now be determined. The gain in the admittance can be obtained by taking the ratio of the focused 

spectrum to the unfocused one. The energy-axis of figure 4.1 can be converted to the one for C4+ -

particles by multiplying it with a factor 4/3 (from equation ( 1.20)). The gain in admittance of the 

focusing system for C4+ -particles is plotted as a function of energy in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: Gain in admittance of the focusing system for C4+ as a function of 

energy. This is determined by using a nickel target. The quadrupoles were 
optimised to focus 6.81 Me V c4+-recoils. The dashed line indicates a gain equal 

to 1. 

4.2 CARBON FOILS 

The TOF-pipe is positioned at an angle </J = 30°. In combination with 12.1 Me V alpha-particles 

scattered on a carbon target, this results in a large cross section for recoiling carbon [RU 93]. In 

the first subsection will be discussed measurements in which thin carbon foils were used to show 

the difference between the unfocused situation and two different focusing ones. In the last 

subsection measurements on thick carbon foils will be considered where both the energy 

dependence of focusing and the energy dependence of the charge state distribution play a role. 

4.2.1 THIN CARBON FOIL 

The differences between an unfocused CERDA-TOF experiment and focused ones have been 
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examined by perf orming some experiments on a thin carbon foil. The recoils have been detected 

(l) without any focusing, (ii) when focusing in the azimuthal direction only and (iii) when 

focusing point-to-point onto the stop detector. 

When focusing recoils coming from a carbon foil, their charge state distribution has to be 

considered. To achieve the largest gain it is generally necessary to focus the charge state with the 

highest probability to occur. For the measurements on thin carbon foils the energy interval of the 

recoils reaches from 6.8 MeV down to 6.3 MeV. In this energy interval the C4+-recoil has the 

highest probability [MAR 68] and the magnets have therefore been set to focus the C4+ -recoil 

with an energy of 6.81 MeV. 

For the investigation of the three situations a carbon foil with a density of 10 µg/cm2 was used 

as target. The energy of the incident alpha-particles was E0 = 12.1 Me V to have a high recoiling 

cross section. The beam entrance angle was lf! = 15 °. The start detector was positioned at an 

angle 0= 101 ° to detect the scattered projectiles associated with the carbon recoils ejected at an 

angle </J = 30° into the TOF-pipe. A so-called monitor detector, with a slit of 2x10 mm2 and 

positioned at an angle fJ = 144 °, was used to normalise the yield on the incident beam dose. The 

spectra of the measurements for the three situations are shown in figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3: The difference in normalised yield between not focusing, focusing 
in the vertical plane only and focusing both in the horizontal and in the vertical 
plane. The quadrupoles were optimised to focus 6.81 MeV C4+-recoils. 
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The normalised yield of recoils focused point-to-point (indicated by (hor. & vert.)) is a factor 13 

larger than the yield of the unfocused recoils. The difference in magnitude is caused by the 

increase in the yield of particles on the recoil detector mainly due to focusing in the vertical plane 

(simulations will give a vertical gain factor of about 6 and a horizontal gain factor of about 2). 

The noticeable deterioration of the resolution is caused by the disturbance of the compensation 

of the flight time differences due to focusing in the scattering plane. For this situation the surf ace 

depth resolution, defined as the interval in which the spectrum increases from 12% up to 88% 

of the maximum height, deteriorates to 15 nm. Focusing in the vertical plane only, gives a surf ace 

depth resolution of 5 nm which is the same as for the unfocused situation. Nevertheless, the 

normalised yield increases by a factor 6, while for focusing point-to-point it increases with a 

factor 13. However, for the last situation the surface depth resolution deteriorates with a factor 

3. The resolution for the back surface is worse compared to that for the front surf ace which is due 

to among other things multiple scattering and energy straggling [DIJ 92]. 

So, using the correct settings of the quadrupoles the depth resolution is conserved while the yield 

can be increased by a factor 6. 

4.2.2 THICK CARBON FOIL 

Measurements on carbon foils with a density of 100 µg/cm2 were performed (i) in an unfocused 

situation and (ii) in a situation of focusing only in the vertical plane. The experimental set-up was 

equal to the one used for measurements on thin carbon foils, see section 4.2.1. Spectra of 

measurements on thick carbon foils, see figure 4.4, show the same surface depth resolution as 

the spectra of measurements on thin foils. In the unfocused spectrum a decrease in the yield of 

the recoils for decreasing energy is visible. This is mainly a result of the fact that the horizontal 

axis represents the flight time instead of the energy of the recoils, for the flight time of the recoils 

is inversely proportional to the square root of the energy. Another contribution to the shape of 

the yield is multiple scattering angular spread of the carbon recoils [DIJ 92]. This increases with 

increasing recoil energy loss. So, the coincidence efficiency deteriorates and hence the yield 

decreases with increasing flight times. 
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Figure 4.4: Focusing 6.81 MeV C4+-particles originating {rom the surface of a 

thick carbon foil. The magnitude of the yield for the unfocused situation and for 

the focused one can be read {rom the left axis; the gain when focusing can be 

read {rom the right axis. 

In figure 4.4 also the ratio between the spectrum for a focused situation and an unfocused one is 

displayed. It can be seen that when focusing C4+-particles the yield increases with a factor 5.5. 

The energy interval of the recoils is larger than that for measurements on thin carbon foils. Now, 

for the interval shown in figure 4.4, the energy dependence of the charge state distribution plays 

a role in the gain as a function of energy when focusing. Of course also the admittance of the 

focusing system still depends on the energy. In chapter 5 the influence of the charge state 

distribution on the gain as a function of energy will combined with the measured energy 

dependence of the admittance of the system to simulate the performed measurements. 
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In section 4. I it is described how the admittance gain of the focusing system as a function of the 

magnetic rigidity for an arbitrary particle X can be determined. Combining the knowledge of the 

gain in admittance and the charge state distribution from theory, the gain in the yield of the 

carbon spectra can be calculated. One can also simulate the gain in the yield as a function of the 

magnetic rigidity using the pro gramme MICROAC without the knowledge of the admittance. In 

chapter 3 it has been reported that MICROAC is suited to determine the admittance of the TOF

pipe fora given set of particles and magnetic fields of the quadrupoles. The set of particles used 

for the computation of the transport through the TOF-pipe has to be generated by means of the 

input-routine PASS/ON. 

In section 5.1 the gain in the yield obtained whenfocusing carbon recoils will be simulated using 

the measured admittance and the theoretica[ charge state distribution. In section 5.2 MICROAC 

will be used to simulate the nickel measurementsfrom section 4.1, performed to investigate the 

energy dependence of the admittance gain of the focusing system. In section 5.3 measured charge 

state fractions of carbon particles will be corrected using calculations with MICROAC and these 

corrected fractions will be compared to values given in literature. Finally, in section 5.4 the 

simulation of carbon spectra using MICROAC and the theoretica[ charge state distribution will 

be discussed and compared to measured spectra. 

5.1 CARBON SPECTRA 

The carbon recoils detected in the measurements described in section 4.2.2 have energies from 

6.8 Me V down to 4.5 Me V. In this energy interval the dependence of the charge state distribution 

on the energy must be taken into account. In the energy interval of interest the C4
+ -particle has 

the highest probability to occur and has therefore been focused. 

To simulate the ratio of focused and unfocused spectra the charge state fractions of all the 

differently charged recoils have to be multiplied by the admittance for these particles. The 

admittance for the carbon recoils as a function of the energy can be determined with the results 

of measurements on a nickel target as shown in figure 4.2. Converting the energy scale for the 

a2+ -particles in figure 4.2 to the energy scale for a+ -recoils with equation ( 1.20) results in the 

admittance gain for the carbon recoils with a particular charge state as displayed in figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: Energy dependence of the gain in admittance for the carbon charge 
states 3+, 4+, 5+ and 6+ with the quadrupoles optimised to focus 6.81 MeV C4

•-

recoils. 

Now, the admittance for each charge state has to be multiplied by their respective charge state 

fractions. Since the charge state distribution is a function of energy, this will be done by selecting 

small energy intervals in which the charge state fractions can be taken constant as a function of 

energy. The magnitude of the selected energy intervals was taken equal to 0.4 MeV. The 

admittance gain of the cq+ -recoils within these energy intervals can be multiplied by the charge 

state fraction of these recoils for these intervals. The results of these products for all the energy 

intervals together gives the separate contributions to the gain. These contributions for carbon 

recoils with charge states 3+, 4+ and 5+ are displayed in figure 5.2. The contributions of carbon 

recoils with charge states lower than 3+ and higher than 5+, can be neglected, because both the 

charge state fraction [MAR 68] and the admittance for the energy interval shown in figure 5.2 

are small. 
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Figure 5.2: The calculated contribution to the gain for the carbon charge states 

3+, 4+ and 5+ with the quadrupoles optimised to focus 6.81 MeV C4+-recoils. 

The contribution to the gain for C3+-recoils increases with decreasing energy in figure 5.2 due to 

the increasing admittance and the increasing charge state fraction. The admittance as well as the 

charge state fraction for c5+ decreases below 6.8 Me V with decreasing energy and hence the 

contribution to the gain decreases. Summation of the contributions to the gain gives the 

calculated gain obtained by focusing (also diplayed in figure 5.2). 

In figure 5.3 the calculated gain and the measured ratio of focused and unfocused carbon spectra 

are displayed. 
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Figure 5.3: The calculated gain and the measured one obtained by focusing 
6.81 Me V c4+ -recoils coming {rom a 100 µg I cm2 carbon foil (see section 4.2.2). 

Figure 5.3 shows a good resemblance between the calculated gain and the measured one obtained 

by focusing 6.81 Me V C4+-recoils vertically onto the detector.At the low energy tail of the 

spectrum the decrease in the gain becomes smaller. This is due to the increase in the contribution 

to the gain for c3+ -parti cl es, see figure 5 .2. So, it can be concluded that the gain in the yield when 

focusing can be calculated by taking the measured energy dependence of the focusing system for 

the differently charged recoils multiplied by their respective charge state fractions as given by 

[MAR 68]. 

5.2 ADMITTANCE SIMULATION 

In section 4.1 the admittance of the focusing system for charged particles in the TOF-pipe as a 

function of energy is investigated with measurements on a nickel target. In section 5 .1 it is shown 

that the gain in yield when focusing carbon recoils can be calculated by combining the measured 

admittance with the theoretica! charge state distribution. However, using the programme 

MICROAC it is possible to simulate the admittance and its energy dependence. The admittance 
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can be simulated when several aspects are taken into account, such as: 

• the size and distribution of the beam spot on the target, 

• the location and orientation of the target in the target chamber, 

• the size, location and tilt of the detector, 

• sizes and locations of various components of the TOF-pipe. 

The data representing the set of particles leaving the target is generated with PASS ION. The 

aspects conceming the focusing system can be changed in MICROAC. In figure 5.4 the ratio of 

focused and unfocused intensity distributions are displayed obtained by (i) measurements on 

nickel targets (see section 4.1) and by (ii) simulations with MICROAC. 
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Figure 5.4: Simulated gain in admittance and measured one using a nickel 

target with the quadrupoles optimised to focus 6.81 MeV C4+-recoils. 

The shape of the computed spectrum is similar to that of the measured one. However, the 

magnitude of the gain is 33% too large. To find out why the simulated gain is higher, the 

influence of several parameters on the gain is investigated using MICROAC. For this an input

file is used consisting of 50000 particles with a magnetic rigidity equal to that of a2
+ -particles 

with an energy of 5.1 Me V. The Gaussian distribution of the set of particles is chosen in such a 

way that 96% of the particles will be located within a diameter of 1.5 mm. This resulted in the 

following influences: 
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• tilt of the detector ( y,): 

À y, = 1 ° gives a change in gain of 1 %; 

• location of the detector along the central axis of the TOF-pipe (z-coordinate): 

Àz = 1 cm gives a change in gain of 0.3%; 

• magnitude of the magnetic fields of the quadrupoles (B): 

MIB of 1 % gives a change in gain of 3%; 

• orientation of the target (a): 

change in gain negligible for Àa s; 5°; 

•opening of the slits (Lll1, Ày1; àx2, Ày2): 

first pair of slits: 

horizontal: in performed experiments àx1 = 10 mm; change in gain only when àx 6 5 mm; 

vertical: in performed experiments Ày1 = 30 mm; change in gain only when Ày1 < 34.0 

mm; Ày1 of 1 mm gives change in gain of 3%; 

second pair of slits: 

horizontal: in performed experiments àx2 = 30 mm; change in gain only when àx2 < 20.0 

mm; 

vertical: in performed experiments Ày2 = 30 mm; change in gain only when Ày2 < 21.5 

mm; 

• location of the beam spot (x0, y0): 

change in gain negligible for x0 < 2 mm, 

change in gain 8% for y0 = 1.0 mm, 16% for y0 = 1.2 mm, 33% for y0 = 1.4 mm, 

36% for y0 = 1.6 mm; 

• distribution of the beam spot (d, border): 

change in gain 3% for Àd = 1 mm, 

change in gain negligible for change in border; 

The influences of most parameters as given above can be neglected within the accuracy interval 

in which these parameters operate. Nevertheless, all parameters can have their own small 

contributions to come to an increase in gain. However, the most probable contribution to the 

change in gain can be found in misalignments in the vertical plane, since there is a large influence 

on the gain for both a change in the opening of the first set of vertical slits and for the location 

of the target spot in the vertical plane. Furthermore, the results of recent measurements with a 

Position Sensitive Detector [VER 95] showed that the spot of the focused recoils at the location 

of the stop detector can have a vertical displacement from the centre of the detector up to 3 mm. 
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5.3 CHARGE STATE DISTRIBUTIONS 

As seen in section 1.2.5, the probability of a charge state to occur generally depends on the 

charge state. The charge state distribution of the carbon recoils can be determined by focusing 

the recoils with a certain charge state point-to-point onto the detector. Focusing a specific 

charged recoil, however, also results in the detection of differently charged ones. The fractions 

of the recoils with different charge states which are detected together can be computed ilsing 

simulations of the admittance of the focusing system for these particles. So, with these 

calculations one can correct measured values for the charge state fractions. 

The measurements have been performed using a 12.1 MeV ion beam, a 10 µg/cm2 carbon foil 

and a 20 µg/cm2 carbon foil positioned at an angle 1/f= 15° to the incident beam and a small stop 

detector with a sensitive area of 100 mm2 positioned perpendicular to the centra} axis of the TOF

pipe [MIN 94]. The gain measured when performing point-to-point focusing of cq+_recoils with 

an energy of 6.81 Me Vis given in the second column of table 5.1. The third column contains the 

corrected charge state fractions and the column at the utmost right contains their values given in 

literature [MAR 68]. 

Table 5.1: Measured gain obtained by focusing the charge 

state point-to-point onto the detector, corrected charge state 
fractions and literature values for carbon recoils with an 

energy of 6.81 Me V. 

Charae state Measured Corrected Literature 

3 0.08 0.08 0.07 

4 0.51 0.55 0.61 

5 0.34 0.34 0.29 

6 0.07 0.03 0.03 

From this table it follows that the charge state fractions of focused recoils can be computed with 

good resemblance to literature by correcting the measured charge state fraction for the 

contributions of other charge states. 

As is seen in section 5.2 the simulation of the admittance of the focusing system was 33% too 

large. This is no problem when calculating the charge state fractions, because these fractions are 

determined by taking the ratio of the contribution to the gain for all the differently charged 

recoils. 
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5.4 SIMULATION OF THE FOCUSING GAIN 

Finally, the measured gain when focusing carbon recoils (see section 4.2.2) has been simulated 

using MICROAC. With PASSION input-files have been made representing sets of 50000 

particles. The charge state, energy and start values of the random generator were different from 

file to file. The simulated spot of the particles on the target had a diameter of 1.5 mm. The 

distributions were chosen in such a way that 96% of the particles should be located in this spot. 

The particle spot was situated on the centre of the target. 

With these values the admittance for the differently charged carbon recoils has been calculated 

for different energies. Multiplying the admittances by the charge state fractions of the recoils for 

the energies used to compute the admittances results in the contributions to the gain. The 

contribution to the gain for carbon recoils with charge states from 3+, 4+ and 5+ is displayed in 

figure 5.5 together with the sum of the contributions. Comparing this figure with figure 5.2 it can 

be concluded that the shape of the curves is the same. However, the magnitude is too large. 
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Figure 5.5: Simulated contributions to the gain with the quadrupoles 
optimised to focus 6.81 MeV C4+-recoils. 

The gain when focusing can be simulated by adding the simulated contributions to the gain 

shown in figure 5.5 as a function of the energy. The simulated gain is displayed in figure 5.6 
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together with the corresponding measurement. 
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Figure 5. 6: Simulated gain and measured one using a 100 µg / cm2 carbon foil 

(see section 4.2.2) with the quadrupoles optimised to focus 6.81 MeV C4+-recoils. 

The simulated gain as shown in figure 5.6 is higher than the measured gain. This was to be 

expected, for the simulated gain in the admittance as a function of energy is 33% larger than the 

measured gain (see figure 5.4). Also in figure 5.6 the overall simulated gain is 33% larger than 

the measured one. Around an energy of about 5.2 MeV the gain shows a valley. For higher 

energies C4
+ -recoils dominate the gain and for lower energies the contribution of t'. -recoils 

becomes more important. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The ion beam analysis technique CERDA-TOF using a high energy alpha-particle beam 

( typically 10-15 Me V) is known to be a useful technique for the depth profiling of light elements 

in a heavy matrix. Depth resolutions of 5 nm can be obtained by flight time measurements of the 

recoils when the flight path is 3.5 m. This technique, however, has a small sensitivity due to the 

small effective solid angle of the stop detector. In this report it is shown that the recoils în the 

TOF-pipe can be focused onto the stop detector by means of a magnetic quadrupele doublet thus 

improving the sensitivity. 

Particles, either scattered projectiles or ejected recoils, leaving a sample after irradiation with an 

ion beam obey the laws of kinematics. This results in a dependence of the energy of the particles 

on the scattering angle. The angular dependence of the velocity of the recoils in the scattering 

plane (in our case the horizontal plane) introduces differences in flight times on the stop detector 

because it has a finite acceptance angle. Compensating this effect resulted in a horizontal tilt of 

the stop detector. Therefore, focusing in the horizontal plane must be avoided in order not to 

disturb this compensation and consequently the depth resolution. 

The magnetic quadrupoles can have settings to focus charged particles in (i) both the horizontal 

plane and vertical plane and in (ii) the vertical plane only. Both situations are investigated by 

focusing C4+-recoils coming from a 10 µg/cm2 carbon foil. In the first situation a gain of a factor 

13 can be obtained, but the depth resolution deteriorates to 15 nm which is caused by the fact that 

one disturbs the compensation of the flight time differences by focusing in the horizontal plane. 

In the second situation a gain of a factor 6 can be obtained, while conserving the depth resolution 

of 5 nm. Furthermore, to obtain the highest gain the polarity of the quadrupoles was chosen in 

such a way that the first quadrupole focuses in the vertical plane and the second one in the 

horizontal plane. 

The trajectory followed by particles experiencing a magnetic field depends on their magnetic 

rigidity. Therefore, the admittance of the focusing system is a function of the magnetic rigidity 

of passing particles. This dependence can be determined for any particle X with energy Ex, charge 

state qx and mass mx, by focusing the a.2+-particles scattered from a nickel target. When focusing 

carbon recoils coming from a 100 µg/cm2 carbon foil, not only the energy dependence of the 

admittance, but also the energy dependence of the charge state distribution contributes to the gain 

in the measured yield. Combining the measured admittance as a function of the energy and 

theoretica! charge state distributions, the gain when focusing carbon recoils can be calculated. 

It is shown that this calculated gain is in good resemblance with the measured one. 

It is also possible to simulate the admittance of the focusing system and its energy dependence 

using the prograrnrne MICROAC. Comparing the simulated admittance as a function of energy 

with the measured one it can be seen that the shape of the curves is sirnilar, but the height is 33% 

too large. To investigate what causes the yield to be to high several parameters in the simulations 
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have been varied. First, parameters in the set of particles used as input for MICROAC have been 

systematically varied. Second, the influence to the gain of several quantities of the TOF-pipe has 

been investigated. The most probable contribution for the high yield of the simulations can be 

found in misalignments in the vertical plane. These influences can be further investigated 

performing measurements with a Position Sensitive Detector located at the end of the TOF-pipe. 

Combining theoretica! charge state distributions and the admittance simulated with MICROAC 

it is possible to obtain the simulated gain in yield when focusing carbon recoils. The shape of the 

simulated gain is in good resemblance with the measured one, but again the gain is 33% too 

large. 

With the knowledge of the admittance of the focusing system for charged particles, it is possible 

to quantify the results of measurements. An example of this is the correction of measured charge 

state fractions of carbon recoils. When focusing a certain charge state onto the detector also other 

charge states will contribute to the measured gain in the yield. Simulations of the admittances for 

the different charge states make it possible to correct the measured values to obtain charge state 

fractions with good resemblance to the theoretica! charge state ones. 

The results of measurements with a Position Sensitive Detector can be used to adjust the 

calculations with MICROAC and hence to come to amore reliable simulation of the admittance. 

With better simulations the understanding of the focusing system can be improved. With this 

knowledge the focusing of charged particles in the TOF-pipe can be optimised. 

Furthermore, the gain in yield can be increased by focusing even more in the vertical plane. This 

can be realised by placing a pair of dipoles with compensating deflections in the target chamber 

in front of the TOF-pipe. 
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APPENDIXA 

A.1 RECOIL ENERGY - FLIGHT TIME RELATION 

The ratio R of the energies of the scattered projectiles, E1, and the recoils, E2, is equal to: 

R = E1 = (1 + µ)2 -1 

E2 4µ cos2 </J 
(A. l) 

using the scattering angle of the recoils, </J, and the mass ratio of recoils and projectiles given by 

µ = M/M1• The relation between the measured flight time of the recoils, T, and the energies of 

the recoils and the scattered projectiles is given by: 

ff,l T = L -L -
2 1 E 

1 

(A.2) 

with L 1 and L2 the distances between the target and the start detector and between the target and 

the stop detector, respectively. Substitution of M1 using the mass ratio and of E1 using the ratio 

R gives: 

T = L
2 
~ -L

1 
\M, = ~rL2 -L1 li] ~~ ~~ ~~ ~µR 

(A.3) 

This can be rewritten as: 

E = M2(L -L li] 2 

2 T2 2 i~ µR. 
(A.4) 

Finally, substitution of equation (A.1) results in the relation between the recoil energy and the 

measured flight time: 

E = M z ( L - L 2 cos </J l 2 
2 2 2 1 ~~~~~~~ 

T Jo +µ)2 -4µ cos2 </J 
(A.5) 

A.2 TILTING ANGLE OF RECOIL DETECTOR 

From equation (1.2) it follows that the energy of the recoils, E2, is proportional to cos2</J. Because 

E2 is also proportional to the square of the velocity v of the recoils, it follows that v and hence 

the distance L travelled in a given time interval is proportional to cos</;. To compensate for the 

diff erences in flight time of the recoils as a function of the scattering angle, the stop-detector 

should be tangential to the sphere that connects the recoil velocity vectors. This means that the 
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detector should be tilted by an angle r (see figure A. l). 

, 
' ' ' o:' 

1 

, 
,,,,'' 
, 

,---------

Figure A.1: Representation of the angle /3 between the velocity 

vector x and the tangent a. The angle y is the angle between 
perpendicular and tangent. 

The angle ycan be calculated using vectors. The vector x = (x,y) represents the velocity vector 

of a recoil. The coordinates of this vector can be given by: 

x = Lcos</J = vtcos</J = ctcos2</J 
y = Lsin</J = vtsin</J = ctcos</Jsin</J 

(A.6) 

with c the constant equal to the ratio of the velocity and cos</J. The vector a = (a,b) represents the 

vector tangential to the sphere on which the velocity vectors end. The coordinates of this vector 

can be calculated by the derivatives of the coordinates of the velocity vector to the scattering 

angle: 

a = dx = -2ctcos</Jsin</J 
d</J 

b = dy = ct(cos2</J-sin2</J) = ct(cos2</J-1) 
d</J 

(A.7) 

The angle /Jbetween vectors x and a can be determined using the innerproduct of both vectors: 

x·a = \x\·\a\cosfJ (A.8) 

The term on the left can be written as: 

x·a = xa +yb = -(ct)2 cos</Jsin</J 

The lengths of vectors x and a are equal to: 

\x\ = ../x 2 +y 2 = ctcos</J 

\a\ =../a 2 +b 2 =ct 

(A.9) 

(A.10) 

A2 
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Substitution of the last two equations into equation (A.8) gives: 

x·a -cos A> sin A> • A> 
cos/3 = = "" "" = -sm.,,, 

1 x l · Ia 1 cos </J 
(A.11) 

The relation between the scattering angle and the tilting angle of the stop detector follows using 

/3= y+ 90°: 

cosfJ=cos(y+90°) =sin(-y) = -sin</J = y= </J (A.12) 

Thus, the tilting angle of the stop-detector has to be equal to the scattering angle of the recoils 

to compensate for the flight time differences. 

A.3 RECOIL ENERGY - DEPTH RELATION 

Recoils originating from the surf ace have an energy equal to: 

Es= KrecEO (A.13) 

where E0 is the energy of the projectiles before the collision (see also figure 1.4 in section 1.1.2 

for the corresponding illustration). Calculation of the energy of the projectiles (alpha-particles) 

after travelling a distance D.x1 through the material gives: 

Ea = Eo- D.xlS a(Eo) (A.14) 

where the surf ace approximation is used for the stopping power of the alpha-particles, S «' in the 

material. The energy after a collision at a depth dis given by: 

E = K E = E - K D.x S (E ) b ree a s ree 1 a 0 (A.15) 

Calculation of the energy after travelling a distance D.x2 through the material after a collision at 

a depth d gives: 

Ed= Eb - D.x2Sc(Eb) =Es - Krec/!,.x,JS a(Eo) - D.x2Sc(Eb) (A.16) 

where the stopping power of the ejected carbon nuclei, S0 is evaluated at the energy just after 

the collision. 

In the deduction above we used the surf ace approximation. This is good enough for the scattered 

projectiles (alpha-particles), because the change in stopping power is negligible while traversing 

the material. The stopping power of the recoils for scattering on carbon atoms can be approached 

with more accuracy using the mean-energy-approximation. This gives for the energy of the 

recoils after leaving the material: 

Ed= Es -{ D.xlKrecS a(Eo) + D.x2SJ.1Eb +1Ed)} (A.17) 

The distances travelled by the projectile and recoil in the material can be substituted by the depth 

d using the scattering angle </J of the recoils and the angle (between the surf ace of the target and 

the outcoming recoils. Equation (A.17) then becomes: 
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(A.18) 

Hence, the relation between the depth and the energy is as follows: 

E -E 
d = J d 

{
K S (E) Sc(J.Eb +J.Ed)} 

ree a 0 + 2 2 

sin(</>-() sin( 

(A.19) 
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APPENDIXB 

B.1 LISTING OF PASSION 

With this input-routine ions passing the TOF-pipe can be generated randomly. This input-routine 

is modified in this graduate work (first version by [FOR 94]. 

PASSION 
(* Versie met correctie op seed, z-richting in de bundelspoten variatie in *) 
(*de energie t.g.v. die in de afbuighoek theta. *) 
(*Ingevoerde E_alpha2+ wordt omgezet naar E_C4+. *) 
(* Spot gecorrigeerd voor uitlijnfout targetmolen als targethoek is alpha. *) 
(*Mogelijkheid tot variatie spotpositie t.o.v. inkomende bundel. *) 

PROGRAM PASSION(input,output); 

CONST max = 50000; 
GRad = 3.1415927/180; 

VAR RanOY,number,border,stepsize 
M1 ,M2,EO,Xcoord,Ycoord,b,d,GG 
Kr,c, U ,xspot,zspot,alpha,xO, yO 
i,j,k,l,Gl,t,v,xc,yc,a1 ,s 
digit 
theta,phi 
x,y,z 
E,charge 
RanOV 
ram 

FUNCTION ranO(var idum: integer) : real; 
VAR dum : real; 

j : integer; 
BEGIN 

IF idum < 0 THEN BEGIN 
seed(-idum); 
idum:=1; 

FOR j:=1 TO 97 DO 
dum:=random; 
FOR j:=1 TO 97 DO 
RanOV[j]:=random; 
RanOY:=random; 

END; 
j:=1 +trunc(97.0*RanOY}; 

IF U>97} OR U<1) THEN BEGIN 
writeln('Pause in the routine RANO'); 
readln; 

END; 
RanOY:=RanOV[j]; 
ranO:=RanOY; 
RanOV[j]:=random; 

END; 

: real; 
: real; 
: real; 
: integer; 
: text; 
: array[1 "max] of real; 
: array[1..max] of real; 
: array[1"max] of real; 
: array[1"97] of real; 
: array[1"100, 1"100] of integer; 

AS 
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FUNCTION gasdev(var idom: integer): real; 
VAR fac,r,v1 ,v2 : real; 

k : integer; 
BEGIN 

IF Gl=O THEN BEGIN 
k:=1; 

REPEAT 
v1 :=2.0*ranO(idom)-1.0; 
v2:=2.0*ranO(idom)-1.0; 
r:=sqr(v1 )+sqr(v2); 

UNTIL (r<1.0) AND (r>O.O}; 
fac:=sqrt(-2.0*ln(r)/r); 
GG:=v1 *fac; 
gasdev:=v2*fac; 
Gl:=1; 

END 
ELSE BEGIN 

Gl:=O; 
gasdev:=GG; 

END; 
END; 

PROCEDURE USERINPUT; 
BEGIN 

page; 
writ e 1 n ( • * * * ** ** * * * **** * * * **** ********* * * * * *************** **** * * * * * * ** **** * 1} ; 

writeln; 
writeln(' Generation of a Beamspot'); 
writeln; 
writeln(1****************************************************************** 1

); 

writeln; 
writeln; 
writeln; 
writeln; 
writeln('Give diameter of the beamspot (if the target would be perpendicular'); 
write('to the incoming ion beam) (in mm): '); 
readln(d); 
writeln('Give border (in units of sigma); Notice: 1 means: (-s, +s)) '); 
write('and FWHM=2.35*sigma. Border: '); 
readln(border); 
writeln('Give target orientation (in degrees) (with respect to the incoming'); 
write('ion beam). Angle: '); 
readln(alpha); 
writeln('Give offset of the spot (in mm) (with respect to the incoming ion'); 
write('beam). Horizontal offset: '); 
readln(xO}; 
write('Vertical offset: '); 
readln(yO); 
write('Give number of rows in array (uneven!): '); 
readln(s); 
write('Give energy of recoils (in MeV): '); 
readln(U); 
write('Give mass of alphas and recoils (in a.m.u.): '); 
readln(M1 ,M2); 
write('Give charge state : '); 
readln(a1); 
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END; (* of USERINPUT *) 

BEGIN 
USERINPUT; 
seed(1 ); 
Gl:=O; 
Write('Give seednumber of random generator (integer): '); 
readln(v); 
v:=-1 *v; 
stepsize:=( (border/s) *2); 
FOR i:=1 to s DO 
BEGIN 

FOR j:=1 tos DO ram[i,j]:=O; 
END; 
open(digit, file_name:='albert.dat'); 
rewrite( digit); 
b:=sqr(M1 +M2); 
c:=sqr(cos(30*GRad)); 
k:=1; 
Kr:=((4*M1 *M2*c)/b); 
(* E[k]:=Kr*EO; *) 
EO:=U/Kr; 
E[k]:=U; 
xspot:=0.34*( sin((alpha-0.2)*GRad) 

-sin((alpha-30.2)*GRad)*cos((alpha+30)*GRad)/cos(alpha*GRad) ); 
zspot:=-0.34*( cos((alpha-0.2)*GRad) 

+sin((alpha-30.2)*GRad)*sin((alpha+30)*GRad)/cos(alpha*GRad) ); 
(* Middelpunt van de bundelspot op het sample in 

coordinaten van Microac t.g.v. uitlijnfout targetmolen *) 
writeln(digit,' ',O,' ',O,' ',O,' ',O,' ',O,' ',E[k],' ',M2*931.5,' ',a1); 

FOR i:=1 to max DO 
BEGIN 

Xcoord:=gasdev(v); 
Ycoord:=gasdev(v); 
FOR 1:=1 to s DO 
BEGIN 

1 F ( (Xcoord>(-border+( (1-1 )*stepsize)))) 
AND ( Xcoord<=(-border+(l*stepsize))) THEN xc:=I; 
IF ( (Ycoord>(-border+((l-1 )*stepsize)))) 
AND ( Ycoord<=(-border+(l*stepsize) )) THEN yc:=I; 

END; (* of FOR-loop*) 
ram[xc,yc]:=ram[xc,yc]+ 1; 

END; 

(* open(digit, file_name:='albert.dat'); 
rewrite(digit); *) 
t:=1; 
FOR i:=1 TO s DO 
BEGIN 
FOR j:=1 TO s DO 
BEGIN 
FOR k:=1 TO ram[i,j] DO 

BEGIN 
x[k]:=xO+(i-((s+ 1 )/2))*d/s; 
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(* Uitwijking t.o.v. inkomende bundel met offset xO. *) 
x[k]:=x[k]*cos(30*GRad); 

(* Rotatie van coordinatenstelsel: bundelpijp -> TOF-pijp. *) 
y[k]:=y0+0-((s+ 1 }/2))*d/s; 

(* Uitwijking tov inkomende bundel met offset yO. *) 
z[k]:=x[k]*( sin((alpha+30)*GRad)/cos((alpha+30)*GRad) ); 

(* Afhankelijkheid z van x via tan(alpha+30) door target orientatie. *) 
(* Positieve richtingen kijkend met de inkomende bundel mee: *) 
(* z vooruit, y omhoog, x naar rechts. *) 

theta[k]:=( 2*((ran0(t)*4.0)-2.0} + 30.0 ); 
theta[k]:=theta[k]*GRad; 
phi[k]:=2*((ranO(t}*3.90}-1.95}; 
phi[k]:=phi[k]*G Rad; 

b:=sqr(M1 +M2); 
c: =sq r( cos (theta[k])); 
Kr:=((4*M1 *M2*c}/b); 
E[k]:=Kr*EO; 
theta[k]:=theta[k]-(30.0*GRad); 
x[k]:=x[k]+xspot; 
z[k]:=z[k]+zspot; 
writeln(digit,' ',x[k],' ',y[k],' ',z[k],' ',theta[k], 

'' phi[k] '' E[k]'' M2*931 5' 'a1)· 
' ' ' ' ' . ' ' ' 

END; 
END; 
END; 

close(digit); 
END. 
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